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IN STORE

Plexiglass dividers at ShopRite of Bloomfield ShopRite of
Bloomfield
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Publix has relocated high-touch condiments that are not single
use products behind service counter in stores with cafes
▪ Another action taken by Publix and
implemented in-stores with "café
sitting areas" to provide higher
safety standards to customers

▪ This includes creamer carafes,
ketchup, mustard, and mayo
Photo: Lori Sax at a new Publix store
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Walmart start taking workers temperature as they show up for
work
▪ Every store, warehouse, and
distribution centers will have an
infrared thermometers
▪ Any associate with temperature
reading of 100 degrees will sent
back home and ask to seek medical
treatment and will not be able to
return to work until they are fever
free for at least three days

Photo: AFP File
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Supermarkets start to make its stores one-way aisles to
enhance social distancing
▪ Walmart is deploying this new crowmanagement strategy in its stores in
the US, Canada, and the UK
▪ A new generation of signs and
decals with different applications;
floors, shopping carts, registers, etc.,
reminding customers to keep social
distancing is in use in stores all over
the world
ShopRite rolled out one-way aisles. Photo Credit: ShopRite of
Bloomfield
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Grocery retailers have implemented "number of customers
allowed into store" policies
▪ Walmart is not allowing more than
five customers per 1,000 square
feet which is 20% of the store's
capacity while Kroger limits to 5
people per 600 square feet.
▪ The entry process will start with a
queue and a single-entry door
where customers will be admitted
on a one-out-one-in basis

Photo by Matt Barnard/Tulsa World
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Edeka Supermarket, Germany, deployed a robot to remind
customers about necessary measures to prevent COVID19
▪ This special helper name is Pepper

▪ He informs customers about
COVID19 protection and prevention
▪ When in the checkout area of the
store, he regulates the process
▪ Pepper is developed by "Entrance
Robotics" which developed the
humanoid "social robot"

Photo: Edeka video clip
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A new generation of in-store decals are in demand to enhance
social distancing
▪ Different applications popping up
everywhere in and out of stores;
floors, shopping carts, registers, etc.,
reminding customers to keep social
distancing
▪ Initial marks made with regular tape
are being replaced with store
branded sings that also have
educational messages
Photo from Market by TPH
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CEO Dollar General Todd Vassos to offer 10%
discount to first responders
▪ “To demonstrate our heartfelt gratitude
for these individuals’ tireless service to
their communities, we are proud to
help support them with this discount"
▪ "On behalf of the entire Dollar General
family, we would like to thank all of the
physicians, nurses, pharmacists,
paramedics, police officers, fire fighters,
Guardsmen and other health care and
front-line professionals working to
support and care for our neighbors and
communities.”
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Tesco is removing multi-buy promotions focusing on
the supply chain
▪ Fighting COVID19 and focusing in
communities is the current vision of
Tesco, UK
▪ The company has removed multi-buy
promotions and focusing on simple
pricing for single products bringing the
best option to the consumer
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CYou, Israel developed an app to help retailers ensure 2 meters
distancing in stores among other in-store applications
▪ CYou integrates with existing in-store
cameras and POS data triggering to
analyze customer journey patterns instore.

▪ These unique patterns are translated
automatically into immediate actions
that ensure operational efficiency and
maximized store conversions
▪ Furthermore it will alert higher than
authorized density keeping social
distancing in place
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ON-LINE

Panera Bread and Subway have started selling some grocery
products:
▪ They offer milk, bread, fresh produce
as well as the regular menu
▪ Products may be ordered through
the chain's apps or website to
collect via contactless delivery, pick
up, or drive-thru
▪ Many items are priced competitively
compared to regular grocery stores

Photo; Subway
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Hy Vee offers online ordering through his "Mealtime To GO"
initiative
▪ The program allows shoppers to
order curbside meals-to-go online.
▪ There is a huge assortment of
options including selections like
Asian, sandwiches, hickory house,
breakfast, sushi, and more; some of
them even come with a choice of
one side
▪ The program is launching in more
than 200 stores
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HEB is opening its customer base to local restaurants by pilot
on-demand restaurant delivery
▪ The program has launched to help
area restaurants during COVID19
▪ Some HEB stores will sell ready
make meals from restaurant
partners and all the proceeds from
the sales will go directly to the
restaurants
▪ This is another distribution channel
for food service and could be a
significant revenue maker for HEB

Ready to eat meal from a local restaurant is being offered at HEB
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CREATIVITY AND ACTION
Photo; Getty Images
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Restaurants are switching their operations from prepared foods
to selling groceries
▪ Hundreds of restaurants nationwide
started to sell groceries amid the
COVID19 shutdown
▪ As suppliers of food must throw
away their crops for low demand,
restaurants are taking advantage of
an opportunity for low pricing and
are creating some business by
offering groceries to the
communities where they operate

Photo: Al Diaz
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A restaurant in New Jersey, is going online with its "Cocktail
Making" classes; the video went viral
▪ Many restaurants had to reinvent
themselves overnight; Laylow, in
Asbury Park, NJ, is teaching us how
to make cocktails
▪ This strategy aims to connect
Laylow with its customers
▪ https://www.app.com/videos/enterta
inment/2020/03/26/nj-restaurantslaylow-virtual-cocktailclass/2905945001/

Miami Resta
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Project PUB, Sommerville, NJ, is a brew pub that features a new
brewery every month is selling a Bloody Mary mix
▪ Famous for its Sunday Brunch, the
eatery decided to sell its mix to
prepare Bloody Mary with its
signature formula
▪ Project PUB also sells liquor on
delivery to complete cocktail
ingredients

Bloody Mary Mix (Photo courtesy of Project PUB)
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Duck Donuts, Green Brook, NJ offering a kit to "build your own
doughnut" experience
▪ Each kit includes six doughnuts,
glaze, and toppings
▪ Customers place orders Saturday or
Sunday to pick up curbside
▪ To add more fun, toppings change
every weekend; Sprinkles & Oreos,
S'mores, and Easter
▪ Customers keep coming week after
week

Photo Courtesy from Duck Dunuts
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OH Donut Co, created kits for customers
▪ This COVID19 trend among donut
retailers boost creativity and keep
customers busy and their kids
enjoying donut creation
▪ Kits also come with different themes
and different flavors
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Krispy Kreme created mini doughnuts and takes them one step
further by offering seasonal designs
▪ As consumers will be cash restraint
this could be a future trend among
other product categories in which
smaller versions were not in place
▪ Mini doughnuts bring fun to any
table and very possible
manufacturers will offer smaller
boxes for smaller families or solo
customers
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Tasty Cheesecakes created "canoli kits" for kids and/or adults
▪ Kits available for online order and
could be pick up at curbside or
delivered
▪ Kits include a dozen of canolis and
cream for filling; there are 4 flavors
to choose: traditional, Nutella,
caramel, and pistachio
▪ Creation mainly targets families with
kids to enjoy "canoli" preparation

Photo: Courtesy of Tasty Cheesecakes
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Divi Tree Coffee, Point Pleasant Borough offers trays of
chocolate chip cookies
▪ Each tray has enough dough to
make about 10 cookies
▪ They also offer 64 oz growler of
cold brew or nitro cold brew coffee
▪ Available for take out or curbside
pick up

Photo Courtesy of Divi Tree Coffee
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Bubbakoo's Burritos boost its creative side by offering "taco
preparation kits"
▪ Kits include chicken or beef,
toppings, tortillas, lettuce, and chips

▪ The idea resonates with hundreds of
restaurants following the same trend
of creativity by selling, creating fun,
and keeping families busy when it
comes to prepare meals together
Photo: Courtesy of Bubbakoo's Burritos
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Make you own Pizza from Via Sposito, Old Bridge
▪ The Italian restaurant is offering
make your own pizza kits for
USD20
▪ Each kit includes pizza dough,
pecorino cheese, home made
mozzarella, and tomato sauce
▪ A Sangria pitcher is complimentary
with the order
▪ And to "price up" the order, you can
add any topping for USD2 each
Photo: Courtesy of Via Sposito
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Dulcie's, a cocktail bar in Australia is re-creating its in-store
experience at its customer's homes
▪ Created a full assortment of housemade cocktails to order online with
no delivery fee to certain
neighborhoods
▪ Cocktails come pre-batched and
expertly mixed with the garnish
included
▪ In their website, they have a play list
directly from the bar so customers
feel the whole experience
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WHAT IS NEXT?

?
?
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Trends and Opportunities after COVID19: Omnichannel
"Seamless Omnichannel" will take off

What to Expect
▪ Brands will integrate to offer consumers a perfect omnichannel experience
▪ IT and communications will support developments, creativity, and innovation
▪ Customers will demand excellence in every channel
▪ Supply chains will evolve connecting people easier and faster
Opportunities
▪ New partnerships with "unconventional" suppliers for a more integrated offer
▪ More meaningful relationships with customers leveraged by "value"
▪ A more extensive in-store experience boosted by strong "interaction" points
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Trends and Opportunities after COVID19: Teleworking
Teleworking (TW) and Working from Home (WFG) are here to stay

What to Expect
▪ Many companies will move on to teleworking to reduce costs
▪ Teleworking will be common among certain positions with live interaction
once-twice a week; collaboration and sharing will stay and evolve
▪ IT will develop faster and stronger solutions to support "Working from Home"
Opportunities
▪ New category opportunities to supply teleworking, collaboration, and sharing
▪ Shifts in commercial real state (offices) to accommodate the new WFH reality
▪ Need for physical space for servers and data banks hardware
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Trends and Opportunities after COVID19: Delivery & Logistics
Delivery and Logistics will Integrate to Serve Consumers

What to Expect
▪ The city is the "supermarket" and consumers will buy from different retailers
and food service expecting ONE delivery and "less touch"
▪ Supermarkets will integrate with restaurants for wider assortment of prepared
foods
Opportunities
▪ Apps integrating logistics from several suppliers in ONE delivery
▪ Farm to table will explode as consumers will buy direct
▪ A new category of safer packaging for consumers goods' delivery
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Trends and Opportunities after COVID19: Hygiene and Safety
Hygiene and Safety Habits will Stay for a Long Time

What to Expect
▪ Consumers will keep hygiene habits and that will boost many categories
▪ New and innovative sanitizing stations, stands, and procedures
▪ Masks will become a staple as much a toothpaste or dental floss
Opportunities
▪ New categories and practices will open up new windows for retailers and
manufacturers
▪ Conscious consumers will pass on hygiene habits to children and kids
enabling the landscape for brands' interaction
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Trends and Opportunities after COVID19: Experiences
Experience Driven Retail will Win

What to Expect
▪ Consumers will be live "experiences" starved once they can go out; will favor
mixed retail and services
▪ Multi experience shopping will add value from many perspectives
▪ Retailers and brands will enrich interaction with meaningful experiences
Opportunities
▪ An integrated and honest approach to enhance relationships and loyalty
▪ Actions and initiatives that facilitate consumers' life in-store and at home
▪ Careful and kind interaction with seniors boosted by safety and consideration
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Five Questions to Start Planning for "after COVID19"
1. How COVID19 is changing our product category and our customers?

2. Who is our customer? How do we add value after COVID19?
3. How will we differentiate from other brands amid COVID19? It is appreciated
by our customers?
4. How our growth will come after COVID19? How do we re-imagine our
brands, our businesses, and our customer interaction?
5. How do we navigate the teleworking world to offer our employees security,
development, satisfaction, and benefiting from lower costs?
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Retail will experience profound changes but at the end,
all of them will benefit consumers
Intelivalue
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